
Problem Set 7Spring 10Due: Thursday Mar 25 in lass before the leture.Please follow the homework format guidelines posted on the lass web page:http://www.s.uiu.edu/lass/sp10/s373/1. The way to Tbilisi [Category: Puzzle, Points: 10℄On your way to Tbilisi, you ome aross a fork in the road, one going left and onegoing right, and you wonder whih one goes to Tbilisi. Fortunately, a woman from theneighboring village of Truthli sits on a boulder at the fork, eating peanuts, who surelyknows the way. The people of Truthli are peuliar� a Truthli itizen either speaksalways the truth or always lies (how this hoie is made at birth is still mysterious).Of ourse, you do not know this woman's orientation to truth.Come up with one question you an ask the woman from Truthli suh that from heranswer you an infer whih road leads to Tbilisi.2. Redutions [Category: Proof, Points: 20℄(a) Redutions for deidability:
C is a restrited lass of Turing mahines for whih s373.om provides a veryuseful Turing mahine MC that takes in a pair 〈M, D〉, where M is a Turingmahine in lass C, and D is a DFA, and aepts i� L(M) ∩ L(D) 6= ∅. In otherwords, MC an deide whether the language of a Turing mahine in lass C hasa ommon word with the language of a DFA D.More preisely,
L(MC) = {〈M, D〉 | M is a TM in C and D is a DFA and L(M) ∩ L(D) 6= ∅}.We would like to now solve the membership problem for Turing mahines in lass
C: given a TM M in C and a word w, we want to deide whether w ∈ L(M).More preisely, we want to show that
Lmemb = {〈M, w〉 | M is a TM in C and w ∈ L(M)} is deidable.Prove that Lmemb is deidable by using a redution.(b) Redutions for undeidability:A Turing mahine rejets a word w if, when started with input w, it halts andreahes the rejet state. (Note: If a TM does not aept w, it does not mean itrejets w, as it may not halt on w).Let Lrej = {〈M, w〉 | M is a TM and M rejects w}.Show that Lrej is undeidable, using a redution, and by using the fat that theuniversal language Lu (or ATM in Sipser) is undeidable.Reall that Lu = {〈M, w〉 | M is a TM and M accepts w}.
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Solution:(a) We will show this by reduing Lmemb to L(Mc).The TM deiding Lmemb will deide whether M aepts w by onstruting a DFA Daepting the language {w} and by using the TM MC to �gure out if L(M) ∩ L(D) isempty.The TM deiding Lmemb will work as follows.1. Input: 〈M, w〉2. Chek if M is a valid Turing mahine.3. Construt a DFA D that aepts w and only w. I.e. L(D) = {w}.4. Feed 〈M, D〉 to MC .5. Aept i� MC aepts.Sine the DFA D aepts {w}, L(M) ∩ L(D) 6= ∅ i� w ∈ L(M). Hene the above TMaepts the language Lmemb = {〈M, w〉 | M is a TM in C and w ∈ L(M)}.Note that the above TM for Lmemb is a deider, as Steps 2 and 3 always halts, and Step4 halts beause MC is assumed to be a deider.Hene if Mc is a deidable, then Lmemb is also deidable.(b) We will show this by reduing Lu to Lrej . Sine Lu is undeidable, it follows that Lrejis undeidable.Assume there is a TM Mrej that deides Lrej. The Turing mahine Mu deiding Lu will,on input 〈M, w〉, build a TM M ′ suh that M ′ rejets w i� M aepts w. It will feed
〈M ′, w〉 to Mrej to �gure out whether M ′ rejets w, from whih it will dedue whether
M aepts w.We build the TM Mu that deides Lu as follows:1. Input: 〈M, w〉2. Chek if M is a valid Turing mahine. If not, rejet. Let qacc and qrej be the aeptingstate and rejeting state of M , respetively.3. Construt the TM M ′ from M , by making qacc the rejeting state and qrej theaepting state.4. Feed 〈M ′, w〉 to Mrej.5. Aept i� MC rejets.When M runs on w, if M halts and aepts, then the orresponding mahine M ′onstruted by the deider above, when running on w, will halt and rejet. If M doesnot aept w, then it ould be beause M does not halt or halts and rejets. In eitherase, M ′ will not rejet w. Hene M ′ rejets w i� M aepts w.Hene the Turing mahine Mu above aepts Lu.Note that the TM Mu above for Lu halts on all inputs beause Step 3 simply onstrutsthe ode of M ′ from M , and this ode transformation (whih involves just �ipping theaept and rejet states of M) an be done in a �nite number of steps. Step 2 is also ahek that takes only a �nite number of steps. Step 4 halts beause Mrej is assumed tobe a deider, and hene halts on all inputs. Hene the TM Mu is a deider for Lu.2



3. TM to NFA [Category: Proof., Points: 20℄An Right-move Turing Mahine (RTM) is Turing that an only move its head to theright. It an not move it to the left or leave in the same position. More formally, aRTM is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, T, δ, q0, qa, qr) where Q is a set of states, Σ is the inputalphabet, T is the tape alphabet, q0, qa and qr are the initial, aept and rejet statesrespetively and δ : Q × T → Q × T × {R} is a transition funtion. Prove that thelanguages aepted by RTMs are regular by giving a onstrution of a DFA/NFA fromRTM.Solution:Intuitively, we take a TM and make an NFA that onsists of two phrases(transitions between
Q and P , respetively). The �rst phrase emulates the TM on symbols from the inputalphabet. Note that sine the TM will never be able to read any symbol that it writes (sinethe head always moves right), the NFA an ignore the symbols written by the TM. Theseond phrase emulates the TM on the "blank" symbol using epsilon-transitions. We haveepsilon transitions from the �rst part to the seond from the states that had a transition on"blank" symbol. Moreover, we make sure that the NFA stops simulating the TM when theTM reahes an aepting or rejeting state.Let M = (Q, Σ, T, δ, q0, qacc, qrej) be a RTM. We will onstrut an NFA A = (Q′, Σ′, δ′, q′

0
, F ′)that will aept the same language as M . The set of states is Q′ = Q × {0, 1} (i.e. we havetwo opies of states in Q). Σ′ = Σ, q′

0
= (q0, 0), F ′ = {(qacc, 0), (qacc, 1)} where qa = qt forsome t.The δ′-funtion is:































δ′((q, 0), a) = {(q′, 0)} if δ(q, a) = (q′, c, R), for some c ∈ T, ∀a ∈ Σ, q 6∈ {qacc, qrej}
δ′((q, 0), ǫ) = {(q′, 1)} if δ(q,  ) = (q′, c, R), for some c ∈ T, q 6∈ {qacc, qrej}
δ′((q, 0), a) = ∅ ∀a ∈ Σ ∪ {ǫ}, q ∈ {qacc, qrej}

δ′((q, 1), ǫ) = {(q′, 1)} if δ(q,  ) = (q′, c, R) for some c ∈ T, q 6∈ {qacc, qrej}
δ′((q, 1), a) = ∅ ∀a ∈ Σ, ∀q ∈ Q.A gist of a proof as to why the above onstrution works. If the TM, given an input w,runs on w moving right, and say reads n blank haraters beyond the word w to reah astate q, then the NFA simulate the TM by reading w, then will jump from the 0'th opy tothe 1'st opy of the state, and simulate the TM moving right using ǫ transitions and will beable to reah the same state q (i.e. reah (q, 1)). Also, it is lear that the NFA does not doanything other than the above simulation. Hene it aepts preisely those words that theTM aepts.4. Enumerate lexiographially [Category: Proof., Points: 20℄Reall the de�nition of an enumerator(Sipser p. 152). Prove the following theoremwhih extends Theorem 3.21 in the Sipser book:3



A language is Turing-deidable if and only if some enumerator enumerates it in lexio-graphi order.Solution:We show the proof in both diretions.(⇒) If TM M deides a language A, we an onstrut the following enumerator E for A.Let s1, s2, s3, . . . be the list of all possible strings in Σ∗ in lexiographi order. Let us �x aomputable enumeration, i.e. there is a TM L that outputs si when given input i.Then E = "1 Ignore the input.2 Repeat the following for i = 1, 2, 3, . . .3 Compute si using L, run M on si. If M aepts, print out si."Note that in Step 3, sine M is a deider, it always halts with aept or rejet. Then Eenumerates all strings in lexiographial order, and prints out a string w i� the string is in
A. Thus E prints all strings of A in lexiographial order.(⇐) Using an enumerator E that enumerates a language A in lexiographi order, we willonstrut a TM M that deides A. We onsider two ases: if A is �nite, it is Turing-deidablebeause all �nite languages are Turing-deidable; if A is in�nite, the TM M works in thefollowing way: On input w,1 Run E until a string greater than w in lexiographi order appears.2 Every time that E outputs a string, ompare it with w. If the string is the same as w,aept.3 When E has output a string that is lexiographially greater than w, rejet.Clearly, if M aepts w, then w is enumerated by E.Note that the run of M eventually stops (though E never stops), sine A is in�nite andhene E must at some point output w or a string lexiographially greater than w. If astring greater than w is output, and w has not appeared yet, it will never appear, beause
E enumerates strings in A in lexiographial order; hene M an safely rejet w. This showsthat if E enumerates w, then M aepts w.Thus M indeed deides A.5. (ExtraCredit)Two-Phase TM [Category: Comprehension, Points: 20℄We de�ne a Two-Phase TM, M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ0, δ1, q0, q1, F0, F1) as follows:

Q is the set of states of this mahine (a �nite set).
Σ and Γ are input and tape alphabet respetively ( ∈ Γ and Σ ⊆ Γ − { }).
q0, q1 ∈ Q and F0, F1 ⊆ Q.
δ0 : Q × Γ → Q × Γ − { } and δ1 : Q × Γ → Q.4



M has two tapes: 
1 and 
2. At the beginning of the omputation, the input stringis written at the start of 
1 and the two other tapes are blank. The head of eahtape is initially loated at the beginning of that tape. The omputation has two phases(starting with phase 1 and in state q0). The following reipe tells you how M operatesin eah phase:Phase 1: Assume that M is in state q and the head of 
1 is on top of symbol a.Assume δ0(q, a) = (p, b). If p /∈ F0, then the head of 
1 just goes one step to the right,the head of 
2 �rst writes b on 
2 and then goes one step to the right, and �nallystate of M hanges to p and M ontinues to operate in Phase 1. If p ∈ F0, then thehead of 
2 writes b on the tape and immediately jumps to the beginning of the tape,state of M hanges to q1 and Phase 1 ends (whih means that Phase 2 starts).Phase 2: Assume that M is in state q and the head of 
2 is on top of symbol
a. If a =  , then the omputation stops, M aepts i� q ∈ F1. Otherwise assume
δ1(q, a) = p. Then the head of 
2 progresses one step to the right and M swithes tostate p. M will ontinue to operate in Phase 2.As usual, we de�ne L(M) to be the set of all those strings in Σ∗ that M aepts. Provethat L(M) is regular.
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